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Solar thermal energy and its possible role with regard to self and passive control sedimentation in9

large reservoirs behind dams is discussed. It is known the impact caused by large reservoirs because10

the drastic reduction of the natural water flow velocity of rivers and the consequent sediment11

trapping. Sediment trapping in the reservoir has not only an environment impact because reducing12

the sediment transported to the deltas of rivers but also limits the useful lifetime of the dam for13

flood control, water supply, and hydropower generation. However, because the large surface of the14

reservoir together with the free available solar insolation a self and passive sedimentation control15

method may be possible. The idea is simple, namely. Likewise solar ponds take advantage of the16

ultraviolet solar energy in deep waters, then in the bottom of the reservoir the ultraviolet radiation17

could be collected by deliberately furrowing the reservoir floor. The mild heating of the floor will18

result into mild convective currents which can recirculate the sediment continuously. Utilizing a19

simplified physical model a first assessment of the idea is performed.20

21

aKeywords. Solar energy applications; Dams sedimentation problem.22

23

I. INTRODUCTION24

It is known the impact caused by large reservoirs be-25

cause the drastic reduction of the natural water flow ve-26

locity of rivers and the consequent sediment trapping.27

Sediment trapping in the reservoir has not only an en-28

vironment impact because reducing the sediment trans-29

ported to the deltas of rivers but also limits the use-30

ful lifetime of the dam for flood control, water supply,31

and hydropower generation. Today, methods of manag-32

ing sediment fall under three general categories: those33

that divert sediment around or through the reservoir,34

those that remove deposited sediments, and those that35

minimize the amount of sediment reaching the facility in36

the first place. Many successful implementations of these37

strategies are documented, however, all of them, as ac-38

tive strategies, have an important economic cost and as a39

result the search for new reservoir management concepts40

is an open field of research [1], nevertheless, all of the41

current methods are active meaning that surveillance is42

required as well as energetic inputs to be implemented43

and then are costly strategies.44

The aim of this work is to explore a new alternative45

method which among other features it could be the only46

passive approach so far propposed, as far as the authors47

know. The idea is inspired in the solid underlying prin-48

ciple behind solar pond technology.49
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the principles behind a non-
convecting solar pond.

II. METHODS AND RESULTS50

In a solar pond as pictorially depicted in Fig. 1 advan-51

tage is taken in the fact that the absorbtion phenomena52

depend on the specific wavelength of the radiation. In53

fact, when solar radiation enters a pond, while the in-54

frared component is absorbed near the surface (a few55

centimeters from the surface) because water is opaque to56

long-wave radiation, however, the ultraviolet radiation57

component- as well as visible in less degree, can pene-58

trate clear water to a depth of several meters. These59
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FIG. 2. Schematic of furrowing the soil of a dam with the
aim of absorb ultraviolet radiation and generating convective
current.

radiation components can be absorbed at the bottom of60

the pond by a dark-colored surface and as consequence61

the lowest layer of water is then hottest [2]. Because this62

thermal gradient the lowest layer of water become lighter63

and the convective currents will appears if measures are64

not taken to prevent it. Inspired in the same principle65

a novel passive solar approach to tackle the problem of66

sedimentation in large reservoirs behind dams seems at67

least feasible from a theoretical point of view. In this68

concept the bottom of the large reservoir is furrowed as69

pictorially sketched in Fig. 2. The aim of such furrows70

is to absorb the ultraviolet radiation arriving from the71

surface and the causing a mild heating of bottom wa-72

ters which can set mild convective currents but enough73

to recirculate small particles of sediment.74

A. Momentum considerations75

Let us consider a furrow of infinite extension as de-76

picted in Fig. 2 which is formed by two vertical parallel77

plates with a plate spacing b and length L and located at78

the floor of the reservoir at a depth H in which a flux of79

FIG. 3. Physical model of the solar furrow with infinite ex-
tension.

solar radiation q is entering the furrow and is absorbed80

(by the bottom or the vertical plates either by direct or81

indirect absorbtion after multiple reflections inside the82

walls). As a result, the temperature inside the furrow83

will rise and set a free-convective motion. Fig. 3 shows84

the physical model used in the analysis.85

86

With a turbulent regimen, fully developed and assum-87

ing a two dimensional flow between parallel plates, the88

pressure drop is given by89

dp

dx

∣∣∣∣
loss

= −fρ̄v2

2b
(1)

where p is pressure, x the length coordinate; f is the90

friction factor; b is spacing plate; ρ̄ is average density of91

water and v is the velocity.92

On the other hand, for natural convection, the above93

drop pressure must be balanced by the buoyant potential94

expressible as95

dp

dx

∣∣∣∣
buoy

= −ρoβg(T̄f − To) (2)

where ρo is the reference density; β is the coefficient96

of thermal expansion; g is acceleration due to Earth’s97

gravity; and T̄f and To the average and reference wa-98

ter temperature, respectively. A rough upper limit can99
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be estimated for the increase of temperature T̄f − To by100

assuming that the furrow absorbs the total ultraviolet101

radiation going inside. Then by heat transfer we have102

ρovcp(T̄f − To) ≈ q (3)

where v is the velocity of the fluid; cp the heat capac-103

ity; and q the heat flux penetrating the furrow. Then,104

inserting Eq.(3) into Eq.(2) one obtains105

dp

dx

∣∣∣∣
buoy

= −βgq

vcp
(4)

Equating Eq.(4) and Eq.(1) and solving for the fluid106

velocity yield107

v =

[
2bβgq

fcpρ̄

] 1
3

(5)

Finally, the heat flux arriving at the bottom of the dam108

can be calculated as function of the heat flux at the free109

surface qo by means of the absorption coefficient, a110

q = qoe
−aH (6)

where H is the depth of the dam. Thus, Eq.(5) can be111

rewritten as112

v =

[
2bβgqoe

−aH

fcpρ̄

] 1
3

(7)

• Sedimentation control113

114

Sedimentation control may be performed by the con-115

vective current in two ways, namely. First by prevent-116

ing the sediment falling in the soil, and secondly by re-117

suspending the sediment already settled in the soil. Be-118

cause the most restrictive criteria is the re-suspension of119

sediment already settled, we ases the capability of the120

convective currents to handle sedimentation by assess-121

ing the capability for re-suspension. For a fluid to be-122

gin transporting sediment that is currently at rest on a123

surface, there must be a critical shear stress τc for the124

initiation of motion of grains at the bed which is given125

by, [3]126

τc = 0.03(ρs − ρ̄)gD (8)

where ρs andD are the density and diameter of particle127

sediment, respectively. On the other hand, the Reynolds128

analogy gives129

τ =
fρv2

2
(9)

Thus, inserting Eq.(9) into Eq.(8) yields130

vc =

[
2τc
ρ̄f

] 1
2

(10)

where vc is the critical velocity of the fluid for the131

initiation of motion of grains at the bed.132

Finally, a first estimation of the capability for sedimen-133

tation control by the convective currents can be reckoned134

by dividing Eq.(7) with Eq.(10) yielding135

v

vc
=

[
2bβgqoe

−aH

fcpρ̄

] 1
3
[
ρ̄f

2τc

] 1
2

(11)

where it is a necessary condition for control of sedimen-136

tation v
vc

≥ 1. By using the expression for the critical137

shear stress Eq.(8), Eq.(11) can be rewritten as138

v

vc
� 5.1

[
bβqoe

−aH

cpρ̄

] 1
3
[
f

g

] 1
6
[

ρ̄

(ρs − ρ̄)D

] 1
2

(12)

• Discussion139

140

Eq.(12) provides a rough first assessment which is141

not intended to provide definitive estimates and then142

nor should be misconstrued as an attempt to generate143

a definitive mechanistic analysis. For example, it is144

noted that in Eq.(12) the depth of the furrow L (see145

Fig. 3) is absent in the calculations and then one146

may tempted to think that the depth of the furrow147

could be simply disregarded. However, it is not the148

case. In fact, in assuming that the main mechanism149

for heat transport is by convection and neglecting150

conduction implies that the furrow must be deep151

enough. Also, it was assumed that the total ultraviolet152

radiation penetrating the furrow is absorbed inside153

which although can be more or less assumed for deep154

furrows, however, certainly is untrue for the general case.155

156

III. RESULTS157

In order to obtain some idea of the shape of the curves158

predicted by Eq.(12), we assume some typical values of159

the parameters: qo = 200 W/m2; a = 0.032/m for160

ultraviolet radiation, [2]; a friction factor f = 0.03;161

a typical quartz-rich sediment with a density ≈ 2650162

kg/m3; ρ̄ ≈ ρo = 1000 kg/m3; cp = 4180 kJ/(kgK);163

β = 2.0 × 10−4/K; and a reasonable furrow spacing164

b = 2m. The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 4. It165

is seen that the convective currents induced by the fur-166

row may handle particles with diameters smaller than 20167

μm and for dams from 10 meters depth. This result is168

encouraging further research if one considers that typical169

sediment profile are around (≈ 60%) mostly 2-to-50 μm170

while coarse sediment (> 50μm) accounted for 23.09%,171

[4].172
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FIG. 4. Ratio between the free convection velocity and the sediment critical shear velocity, Eq.(12) as a function of the depth
of the dam and several diameters of the sediment particles .

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS173

A novel passive solar approach to tackle the serious174

problem of sedimentation in reservoir and large dams175

was proposed. In this concept the bottom of the dam or176

large reservoir is deliberately furrowed. The aim of such177

furrows is to absorb the ultraviolet radiation arriving178

from the surface. The principle which although keep179

certain resemblance with the well known solar pond180

technology in which ultraviolet radiation is harnessed,181

however, here is not intended to hamper natural convec-182

tion but rather to promote this in the furrow. Utilizing183

a simplified physical model an analytical expression for184

the convective currents and capability for sedimenta-185

tion control was derived. The preliminary results are186

highly encouraging and show that passive solar thermal187

energy is an interesting option for passively control the188

sedimentation in dams and harnessing the free-solar189

irradiation.190

191

NOMENCLATURE:192

a = absorption coefficient193

b = plate spacing194

cp = heat capacity195

D = diameter of particle sediment196

f = friction factor197

g = gravity198

H = depth of the dam199

L = length of the furrow200

q = heat flux201

T = temperature202

T̄f = average temperature inside the furrow203

v = velocity204

x = the length coordinate205

206

aaa207

Greek symbols208

209

ρ = density210

μ = dynamic viscosity211

β = coefficient of thermal expansion212

τc = critical shear stress213

214

aaa215

subscripts216

217

c = critical218

f = fluid219

o = reference, surface220

221
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